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KEY START BRACKET
(MUST REMOVE SHIPPING BRACKET
ON FRONT OF ENGINE AND RELOCATE
TO THIS BRACKET)

USE HERNOM ON
ENGINE BOLTS REMOVED
FOR KEY START

ATTACH KEY START
GROUND LUG TO
ENGINE BOLT

24.500
34.250

ITEM NO. | Part No. | DESCRIPTION | QTY.
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 18000-020 | CRADLE ASSEMBLY | 1
2 | 18000-021 | SHEET METAL KIT | 1
3 | 15457-065 | RECEPTACLE ASSEMBLY | 1
4 | 15163-097 | FUEL SYSTEM ASSEMBLY | 1
5 | 300144-18 | LIFTING EYE ASSEMBLY | 1
6 | 18000-022 | ENGINE AND GENERATOR ASSEMBLY | 1
7 | 15715-088 | DECAL KIT | 1
8 | 300515-2 | OIL | 1.5 QTS
9 | 100047-000 | CARTON | 1
10 | 100059-000 | PALLET, 41X29 | 1
11 | OPM-107 | OPERATOR'S MANUAL | 1

LIFTING EYE
PACKED SEPERATLY

ERROR! MATERIAL

REV. | IRN | DESCRIPTION | DATE | BY |
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
A | P238 | ORIGINAL | 11/23/2015 | RJD |
B | 4023 | ADDED DIMENSIONS, ENG & GEN PART OF 18000-022 | 2/16/2016 | RJD |
C | 3147 | UPDATED DRAWING TO INCLUDE BRACKET | 4/25/2016 | RJD |
D | RD72516 | ADDED PALLET, CARTON AND INSTRUCTION SHEET | 7/27/2016 | RJD |
E | 3835 | ADDED KEY START GROUND WIRE NOTE AND OTHER NOTES | 9/2/2016 | RJD |

REVISIONS

REV. | IRN | DESCRIPTION | DATE | BY |
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
A | P238 | ORIGINAL | 11/23/2015 | RJD |
B | 4023 | ADDED DIMENSIONS, ENG & GEN PART OF 18000-022 | 2/16/2016 | RJD |
C | 3147 | UPDATED DRAWING TO INCLUDE BRACKET | 4/25/2016 | RJD |
D | RD72516 | ADDED PALLET, CARTON AND INSTRUCTION SHEET | 7/27/2016 | RJD |
E | 3835 | ADDED KEY START GROUND WIRE NOTE AND OTHER NOTES | 9/2/2016 | RJD |
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